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10 TIJE IOWA HOMEMAKER 
Using Your Kodak 
ll[HEN we pack up the car for th~t 
Vl touring trip this summer, there Will 
be one thing that won't be packed away 
as far out of sight and reach as possible. 
That is the camera, and it will be where 
we can get it at a moment's notice. It 
may may be an ordinary box cai!lera ~ost­
ing a dollar or it may be a high-pnced 
folding kodak with all the newest attach-
ments and a lens worth a month's salary. 
But the kind of a camera isn't the main 
thing. Any kind, no matter what. the 
price, will give us a record of our JOUr-
ney and preserve reminders of the people 
we 'meet or see, the cities we visit, a~d 
the wonderful things that nature has m 
store for every traveler. But maybe a 
few hints may be useful in helping you 
to get the best pictures possible. 
The first thing I would say is "know 
your kodak". If you don't know it al-
ready get acquainted with it. What I 
mean by this is, know what your kodak 
will do know what kind of a picture to 
expect' after you have set it and made 
an exposure. Of course this wil~ mean 
to take pictures under a lot of d1ffere~t 
conditions, and, if possible, record, or If 
you can't write it down, remember how 
the kodak was set as to focus, time, size 
of diaphragm opening, and kind of day or 
light in which the picture was taken. If 
a picture is not as good as it should have 
been try to figure out what is wrong 
from' the negative, and if you do not know 
how ask the man who develops your film~. Then you won't be so likely to 
spoil another picture in the same way. 
You must not expect too much from 
any old kind of a kodak. That is, you 
couldn't expect to get a clear-cut motion 
picture of a train going by you at full 
speed with an ordinary lens and a slow 
shutter. Or, of course, you know that an 
ordinary kodak does not take snapshots 
indoors. 
The cheaper the kodak, the easier it 
usually is to operate. In a box camera 
the focus is fixed, there is no diaphragm 
to be adjusted, and only one speed besi~e 
the time exposure. All one has to do IS 
to choose the subject, arrange it properly, 
get it in a good light and snap it. This 
may sound like an advantage over a more 
adjustable kodak, but the kind of pic-
tures that may be taken are limited to the 
ordinary so-called snapshot and time ex-
posure. 
Everyone should know what the ad-
justments that their kodak has are for, 
what they will do, how they will help to 
make the picture better. 
One thing that is not usually used to 
the fullest advantage is the diaphragm. 
Its adjustment we usually speak of as 
"stopping", There are three ordinary sys-
tems of stops in use, the 1, 2, 3, 4 system 
on smaller kodaks, the U. S. (Ufiiform 
system), numbering 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 
and the f. system, the numbers corre-
sponding to the former being 7.7, 11, 16, 
22, 32, 45, which are found on the more 
expensive makes. In all of these systems 
the higher numbers mean the smaller 
openings. The largest openings are for 
use in snapshots or when the light is 
poor. For all ordinary instantaneous pic-
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tures 1/25 second is the best time to use, 
but if the sun is very bright or if the pic-
ture is on the water a faster time, i.e., 
1/50 second, is better. For ordinary land-
scapes a smaller stop should be used, as 
U.S. 16. This stop is also good for inte-
rior time exposures. The U.S. 32 can be 
used for very distant views, or marine, or 
snow, or cloud pictures in bright sun· 
shine with 1/25 second exposure. The 
smallest openings are to be used for time 
exposures outdoors on cloudy days. . The 
smaller the opening the greater detail in 
the picture. This is usually to be desired, 
but then the fullness and rol!ndness anu 
beauty of some pictures would be lost. 
Of course in portrait work too much de-
tail is not desired. Purely record pic-
tures-interiors, greenhouses and build-
ings often need all the detail possible, so 
a small stop and longer time are neces-
sary to get the best result. Of course 
the film requires just so much light to 
impress the picture, so if we stop down 
the opening the time must be increased. 
A good rule to follow is to double the time 
for each small stop used. Thus stop 
U.S. 32 would require four times the 
time that stop U.S. 8 would. On a 
cloudy day 2 or 3 seconds may be 
necessary, but on a bright day the shut-
ter should be released making as short a 
bulb exposure as possible. 
In taking pictures of moving objects 
some of the following facts may help 
someone to get a good picture with an 
ordinary kodak. A picture of a running 
horse, or a train, or an automobile, taken 
broadside to the motion, will certainly be 
blurred as the object will move several 
inches or more across the field of view 
before the shutter can close. But if the 
photographer stands in front of or nearly 
in front of a runner or auto, the distance 
moved across the field of view by the 
approaching object will be small and so 
the blur will be negligible. In the same 
way by taking the picture of a train be-
fore it reaches you, standing a short dis-
tance from the track and facing the direc-
tion of approach, one can get a good pic-
ture with an ordinary kodak even if the 
train is going 60 miles per hour. Of 
course the Grafiex is fast enough to take 
almost any ordinary kind of picture of 
motion. 
In taking landscapes we have the eas-
iest and yet the hardest kind of a pic-
ture to take. Easy in that we nearly al-
ways get some kind of a result, hardest 
in that only one person in a dozen can 
take a really artistic picture. One of 
the chief principles of an artistic picture 
is simplicity. The average beginner tries 
to get too much in his picture. Don't try 
to take everything in sight at once. Pick 
out the thing of interest and plan your 
picture with it as a basis. The principle 
object should stand out in the picture so 
that anyone would know just why you 
took that particular view. The best place 
for the object of interest is near the 
center, but slightly to one side. If pos-
sible, secure balance by having some 
smaller object on the other side of the 
center, but farther away from it. 
The person who has never seen the 
original object should be able to judge 
its size from the picture. Often a picture 
is very misleading in this respect. The 
best way to secure this result is to use a 
"measuring rod", i.e., a person, a horse, 
an automobile, or something of known 
size placed at some inconspicuous point. 
A picture should be balanced so as not to 
include too much foreground or sky, al-
tho this can be remedied by matting the 
film in printing. 
On looking at a good landscape the eye 
should have a place to enter and leave a 
picture. An example of this would be 
a path from the left foreground toward 
the center of the picture and the object 
of interest. This gives the eye some-
where to start and advance upward to the 
main motif. A secondary object on the 
other side of the center from the princi-
pal object would next attract the eye, and 
from that one could leave the picture wit'h 
a feeling of satisfaction that he had seen 
everything of importance. A picture with 
no arrangement at all and containing a 
multitude of objects leaves a person with 
a rather uncomfortable feeling that he 
may not have seen everything there was 
to be seen. Much more could be said on 
the artistic side or composition; in fact, 
no one article could cover the subject 
well. 
A great help in landscape work is the 
color filter. This serves to cut out the 
blue light to which a film is most sensi-
tive. With this, cloud pictures may be 
taken as the blue of the sky is not re-
corded as fast us usual and so gives the 
clouds a chance to be impressed on the 
film. With the color filter one must be 
careful to exclude motion as the time of 
exposure required is eight times as long 
as for the same picture without the fil-
ter. 
Some people prefer to develop their 
own pictures, while others like their done 
by professional finishing firms. There 
are arguments on both sides of this ques-
tion. Of course the cost is less if one 
does the work at home, but it takes ex-
perience and practice to be able to get 
good results. Another thing to be taken 
into consideration is the time required, 
which is often more valuable than the 
cost of the pictures. Especially for the 
tourist, the 24-hour service offered in 
most towns will enable him to have his 
films developed and printed at any town 
where he may stop for a day. 
The best pictures of artistic value or 
of association should be enlarged if the 
original kodak view is of small size. En-
larging may be done at home with the use 
of a suitable enlarging machine, but for 
ordinary home use the cost is too great 
to make the purchase of one of these ma-
chines advisable. 
If you take the time to study your par-
ticular kind of camera, you will be well 
repaid next winter with a book of clear 
and beautiful pictures to remind you of 
a delightful summer. Think what a joy 
it will be not to have to apologize at each 
picture, "The sun wasn't very bright 
when I took this one," or "I must have 
had my kodak out of focus when I 
snapped this scene." 
